WAR   IN   THE  AIR
A roar, a howl of cheering, like ten thousand hyaenas on the
trail. Bared fangs, slobbering jaws. This was the stuff they liked,
this they understood, this warmed their hearts and hit the bull's-
eye of their emotions. Overwhelming might; a weak and helpless
adversary; brutality without fear of retribution; hit him, he's1 got
no friends.
So it went on, day by day, week by week, in that September, in
a rising crescendo of lust and hatred. It inflamed the mind, the
nerves, the imagination to bursting point. I thought back to the
World War, its atrocities, its propaganda; what an affair of
gentlemen was that compared with this. This new instrument of
warfare was, to me, worse than all the others, worse than high
explosive, bullets or poison gas. Hard words can never hurt you?
Perhaps not, but this animal exhibition of human baseness could
destroy your last vestige of faith in the race.
Then I turned the knob, and another voice, grating and guttural,
took up the tale. 'Achtung, hier Moskau. In der Tschechoslovakei
haben heute die braunen Morbdanditen . . .' Then a woman's
voice, announcing another item of anti-Fascist news:''Achtung,
hier Moskau. In Spanien haben die Franco-Fascisten. . .' On
and on it went, first the man's voice and then the woman's, venom
alternating between bass and falsetto, telling how the murdering
Fascist thugs were blowing women and children to bits in Spain,
putting anti-Fascists in concentration camps in Austria. . . .
I turned the knob again and another hate-laden voice filled the
room. It spoke Czech. Travda vitezi/ 'Truth prevails.' Now
we shall hear the Czech version, I thought. But the voice took up
the chorus of Czech iniquities, how the terrified German popula-
tion of the Sudeten lands was being pursued from village to village
by Czechs painted red and with horns and tails and cloven hoofs
and all the other drivel.
Vienna, broadcasting in Czech. With satanic ingenuity they
had borrowed Masaryk's own motto, Pravda vitegi, for this hymn
of hate. Ye Gods, I thought, if only Ernst Lissauer had been alive
to-day, and hadn't had the misfortune to be a Jew, how he would
have enjoyed himself shouting into the microphone:

